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General flat-panel TV features
to consider
Bear in mind that you probably want your new flat-panel TV to last for
years, so think of future needs as well as present ones.You may not be
setting up a home theater right now, for example, but it could be a
consideration in the not-too distant future. Also, as television and Web
continue to converge, you're likely to want that capacity in the future.
Likewise the capacity for 3-D -- it might not seem essential now, but within
a few years it could be something that you wish you'd considered.

Property Of Flat LED Display
Contrast ratio -- the ratio of the luminance of the brightest white to the
darkest black that the display is capable of. A higher contrast ratio means a
sharper picture. A ratio of 500:1 is the bare minimum -- the higher the better.
Resolution - the number of pixels (individual points of color) on a display.
Resolution is expressed in terms of the number of pixels on the horizontal axis
and the number on the vertical axis. A larger display needs a higher
resolution. A resolution that looks fine on a smaller display is not as sharp on
a larger one because the same number of pixels are being spread out over a
larger area. At a minimum, HDTVs support 1280x720 resolution; most
support 1366x768. Some newer HDTV-compatible displays support 1920x1080
pixels.

Competitive Advantage
 Ultra-light weight : only 5.6KG each LED cabinet, 60mm thickness, saving cost
 Seamless Design : Fast locks on left & right LED cabinets, top & bottom LED
cabinet
 Easy maintenance : Any LED module can be easily dismantled and independent
connected
 Super High Definition : High refresh rate and high contrast , auto brightness
controlling
 Widest View Angle : Horizontal reaches over 160 degree while vertical is up 140
degree
 Noiseless : Aluminum LED cabinet best heat sinking technology no fans then
without noise

